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          Hi, I’m using react framework.  and we are facing issue in accessing the webviewer path , so we run the PDFTron locally and hosted in s3 bucket and used as separate project(serverless) but still we are facing same issues accessing the webviewer path. is it possible to access the webviewer path from s3 bucket.

please check the below image


[image: s3-PDFTron]
s3-PDFTron1360×694 49.3 KB



thanks in advance
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                    React Web - Deleted fields are returns from field manager
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Core engine for WebViewer - Creating your own UI using WebViewer Core
	SharePoint PDF library
	Reader mode - Loading reader mode outside of WebViewer’s default UI
	Mendix PDF library

APIs:	Core. DocumentViewer - options
	UseDownloader
	UI. VerificationOptions

Forums:	Webviewer Custom UI integration
	WebViewer path as AWS public link
	Can’t load pdf from files. It gives dialog saying network failure
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          Hi,

It is possible to serve the lib folder from an absolute domain. However, it does have some downsides and considerations that must be taken into account. You can read more about that here.

Based on your error screenshot, have you ensured that your S3 bucket is set to host static files? Usually when you load the path from a different domain the error explains this, but in your case it is a 404 which indicates an issue in how you’ve setup your S3 bucket.

Best Regards,

Armando Bollain

Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com
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